
Welcome to Y12 Art Bridging activities
We have put together a range of activities for you.

Have a go as best you can with whatever you can. Feel free to adapt the activities if you have ICT facilities 
to help and support you.

• There are great examples of flip books, and animation films for you to watch.

• There are practical drawing activities to make, leading to a flip book animation.

• And also some written responses available to you.

Do what you feel you can manage. We look forward to seeing your responses and how you work 
independently to express your ideas. Have some creative fun and impress us with your work.

• Please add anything you do into the Teams Folder or email your art teachers.

Ms Henerson, Mr Edwards, Ms Slipper, and Ms Bailey



William Kentridge Flip books Year12 Taster session 

Flip books
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxGrazdl9WY

Flipbooks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QyEdSWvlN1M

Kentridge at the Whitechapel Gallery
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33mp37LdNrk&t=14s

Bloomberg Brilliant Ideas-Kentridge
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yaTnWGGhkzY

All you need is;

one piece of good quality paper
Good pencils (I used a 9B for a nice 
soft sketch look.)
Rubber and sharpener.
Camera Phone or camera.
Subject to draw from.

I took a 10cm x 10cm piece of paper.
I gridded my paper into 2cm sq.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxGrazdl9WY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QyEdSWvlN1M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33mp37LdNrk&t=14s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yaTnWGGhkzY


I recorded myself throwing a squashed fanta bottle on the floor with my phone.
I paused the video at each stage and drew the image. I took a photo with my phone, before rubbing out the image 

and drawing the next.

With this way of working you can spend longer adding tone because you are copying from the paused video.
I chose throwing a simple recyclable object as an image of our extinction rebellious/ conformist lockdown time!

See animated video 'Throwing a bottle' in TEAMS File



I looked through my window and drew 
straight onto the paper. As I built up the 

image I took a photo. I enjoyed leaving 
the static objects; the road, street signs 
etc whilst adding the moving objects as 

they appeared and rubbing them out 
when they left.

I liked the way the people and the traffic 
came and went leaving their trace behind.

See 'Drawing animation of street' in TEAMS File



This was my first attempt at the drawing animation task so I tried something simple. A plant in 
my garden blowing in the breeze.
I sat down and watched the plant moving, each stage I would draw the leaves in one position, 
rub out the pencil marks and then draw in the next stage as it moved.

See 'Drawing animation of leaves' in TEAMS File



Check out the animation examples now

Once you have a series of photographs make them into a simple animation using iMovie or a stop 
motion app such as Stop Motion Studio. Or simple submit all your drawings which can be quickly 
scrolled through.



Y11 Transitions work  
Art A’ Level

We would like you to have a go and create an animation like 
the one on the right here – a piece of paper blowing in the 
wind on a drawn background view. It’s a simple but 
effective technique as you can see in the previous examples 
too.

• The clip below is a good example. It builds on the 
pervious slides about Flip Books and is an extension to it. 

• Watch the video from 1minute 28 to 1minute 31 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVXkdGMeBbA&list
=PL8A94F59712651F08

• The artist uses a rubber to change each step of the 
drawing, leaving a trace of previous drawings to give the 
sense of movement.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVXkdGMeBbA&list=PL8A94F59712651F08


Getting started
• Begin with what you know. Chose a static view from your window looking out, or find a photograph or image from the 

internet. Take a photograph or series of photographs showing your objects moving.

• Print out the main frame of the scene.

• Grid the image up onto a page of an old book or an old worksheet with text on it or just a plain page. A5 or A4 size is fine.
An outline drawing only with a soft pencil works well, B2, B4 or B6.

• If working from the screen of your devise or laptop imagine it gridded into quarters to help you get the correct 
proportions.

Use a viewfinder in 
quarters, if you 
don’t have a 
printer.
You could add 
lines of string to 
your window or 
screen to guide 
you in your 
proportion.

Crop your view. Try and 
show some part in the 
distance, and the action 
closer up.

My view has tulips in the window and I would show them blowing in the wind, 
and maybe a person walking by, car or paper blowing down the street in the background too.



Remember to upload your work onto Teams

• Or email your teacher directly.


